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This paper studies the extent to which voters in Brazil are responsive to changes in water and 

sanitation (WS) service quality. Brazil has two characteristics that make it an ideal setting to 

study this question: municipalities can contract WS service with either a municipality-run or 

state-run company, and elections are staggered in 2-year intervals between local (mayors and 

municipal council) and federal (president, governors, senators and representatives) elections. We 

exploit the year-to-year changes in service quality (e.g. interruptions, leakages, turbidity, etc.) at 

the municipal level and interact these changes with election-year outcomes. Using the variation 

in service quality across water company and election - and administrative data on public water 

service and elections - we can estimate whether residents are responding to poor service by 

voting out incumbents.  

 

We find that better service quality by municipal-run companies significantly increases the 

probability of mayoral reelection. However, if the service is provided by a state company, voters 

actually punish incumbent mayors the more they use the service. This effect diminishes as the 

distance from a municipal-run city increases, suggesting that if voters cannot observe a better 

(municipal) service, they will be less likely to punish mayors. We do not find any relationship 

between water service and the vote share for incumbent governors,  indicating that either voters 

focuses more on other issues when voting for governors or that voters do not understand that 

governors are the responsible for water services. This paper sheds light on the role that the 

ballot-box can play to increase WS service. Furthermore, this paper contributes to the study of 

how politics and water are linked, and provides insights for political practitioners that want to 

understand whether voters can correctly identify and reward (or punish) politicians that are 

responsible for policies that impact people's lives.


